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We have analyzed the advantages and disadvantages of the robotic and mechanotherapeutic technologies used for rehabilitation 
of the upper limbs. Robotic and mechanotherapeutic devices started as simple controllers and upper limb weight support systems in 
kinesitherapy, but have subsequently shown their potential as systems for providing task oriented movement training, by efforts to maximize 
the correspondence between the features of anatomical and biomechanical arms. Integration of functional neuromuscular electrostimulation 
with robotic and mechanotherapeutic technology considerably widens the possibilities of using robots for rehabilitation and for providing 
mechanical assistance, while the appearance of portable and fixed exoskeletons is leading to completely new devices based on both 
rehabilitation and assistive technologies. Currently prototypes of robotic assistive and rehabilitation devices controlled by brain–computer 
interfaces are being developed.
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Проведен анализ достоинств и недостатков роботизированных и механотерапевтических технологий, применяющихся в ре-
абилитации верхних конечностей. Роботизированные и механотерапевтические устройства, начав свое распространение как про-
стейшие контроллеры и системы антигравитационной разгрузки руки при кинезотерапии, в дальнейшем показали свой потенциал в 
качестве комплексов, обеспечивающих полноценное двигательное обучение целенаправленным движениям благодаря максималь-
ному соответствию анатомическим и биомеханическим особенностям руки. Интеграция функциональной нервно-мышечной элек-
тростимуляции с роботизированными и механотерапевтическими технологиями значительно расширяет возможности реабилитаци-
онных и ассистирующих роботов, а появление носимых и стационарных экзоскелетов приведет к созданию принципиально новых 
устройств, находящихся на стыке реабилитационных и ассистирующих технологий. В настоящее время уже идет работа над про-
тотипом роботизированных ассистивных и реабилитационных устройств, управляемых с помощью интерфейса мозг–компьютер.

Ключевые слова: роботизированные технологии; реабилитация при инсульте; экзоскелет; мозг–компьютер интерфейс; меха-
нотерапия.

Introduction. Strokes are the leading cause of disability 
throughout the world, and are especially significant in 
Russia [1–4]. According to many authors [5–9], only one 
in five patients completely recovers all movement of their 
upper limbs after a stroke. Poor recovery is often the 
result, not only of the sizes and localization of the post-
stroke foci, but of such diseases as diabetes mellitus, 
arterial hypertension, cardiovascular insufficiency, deep 
vein thrombosis of the legs, osteoporosis and epilepsy, 
and this considerably complicates the course of recovery 
and impairs the outcomes [10–13]. These factors present 
a difficult background that it is hard to modify in the acute 
and subsequent periods, however, there is also a second 
group of factors involved in limiting the effectiveness of 
rehabilitation and these can be partially corrected. First 
and foremost of these is the patients’ low motivation for 
training, and a tendency toward depression, apathy and 
negative views of their own rehabilitation potential, as 
well as, at a later stage, the occurrence of secondary 
complications such as arthropathy of the shoulder joint 
and muscle contractures [14–17]. At an early stage after 
the stroke, when recovery of the lost function could have 
the greatest impact, these problems can lead to reduced 
effectiveness of rehabilitation and are often the reason for 
its limited success. It is the intensity of rehabilitation, and 
an early and comprehensive approach to the recovery 
of lost functions that are indispensable for a successful 
rehabilitation process [18–25]. Modern approaches to 
motor training are based either on the concept of task-
oriented approaches. These, unlike traditional approaches 
aimed at the restoration of individual movements and 
functions, are oriented at training and restoration of the 
specific motions involved in completing tasks [26–30]. The 
upper limb of a human is considered the most developed 
and effective manipulative organ, comprised, as it is, of 
a complex kinematic chain consisting of the shoulder, 
elbow and wrist joints as well as the hand joints. The most 
mobile joint in the whole human body is the shoulder joint, 
having three degrees of freedom that allow it to move in 
three planes and with respect to the three main axes. In 
addition to enabling self-care of the body, the mobility 

of the shoulder joint also has the function of providing 
for object-reaching, allowing people to reach objects at 
distance in addition to maintaining the most convenient 
position for the proximal part of the upper limb to grip the 
object [31, 32]. The elbow joint, being the most complex 
combined joint, helps realize the flexion/extension and 
pronation/supination that enable the forearm to place the 
hand at the required distance from the body. Flexion of 
the elbow joint is important in enabling a person to bring 
food to their mouth. The wrist joint is the distal joint of 
the upper limb that enables the hand, as an executive 
segment, to take up an optimal position for performing 
gripping functions.

The human upper limb is thus a versatile tool, able 
to perform a large number of functions due to its most 
important action of gripping and the ability to take up an 
optimal position for any specific action. This ability is the 
result, mainly, of the large number of degrees of freedom 
in the upper arm joints [33].

Rehabilitation exercises used by physical therapists 
have always included the use of different devices to 
facilitate different tasks. However, the frequent repetition 
of just one exercise is difficult, especially if there is a 
need for physical force provided by the instructor or for 
the use of body-weight support systems. Previously, an 
effective solution has been to construct a range of devices 
combining the ability to create the conditions required, not 
only for successful rehabilitation, but also for adaptation 
of the upper limb to its state of paresis.

For complex hardware rehabilitation of the upper 
limbs a wide range of robotic and mechanotherapeutic 
devices is currently in use [34–38]. These devices 
can be considered in two main categories: robotic 
and mechanotherapeutic. The robotic ones are those 
devices equipped with motors to perform or assist in the 
required movement, they are anthropomorphic (having 
similar working principles to the corresponding biological 
component) and interactive (with the ability to change the 
stereotype of their work depending on the environmental 
conditions or the patient’s particular activity). Unlike 
robotic devices, mechanotherapeutic ones have actuators 
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to perform only a set of programmed movements. Both 
types can be equipped with sensors and therefore make 
use of biological feedback [39–41].

The objective of this review is to analyze the 
advantages and disadvantages of the robotic and 
mechanotherapeutic technologies used in the 
rehabilitation of upper limb function in patients following 
strokes, and to determine their possibilities for innovative 
development in the field of medical rehabilitation.

The first rehabilitation robot was MIT-Manus, a robot-
manipulator developed the 1990s at the Massachusets 
Institute of Technology (USA). It helped in retraining of 
the shoulder and elbow joints but had two degrees of 
freedom only in the horizontal plane and the patient’s 
hand mounted on the MIT-Manus joystick [42–45]. In due 
course, this robot was equipped with a vertical module 
with antigravity support that helped train the paretic upper 
limb in not only the horizontal, but also the vertical plane. 
Subsequently the system was equipped with a module 
with three degrees of freedom, providing training of the 
hand [46].

In 2007 an enhanced MIT-Manus model was 
developed that trained the wrist, elbow and shoulder, 
having five degrees of freedom in total [47, 48].

Another robot aimed at training movements in 
the shoulder and elbow joints was the Mirror Image 
Movement Enabler (MIME), developed at Stanford 
University (USA) [49, 50]. This robot allowed training in 
passive, active-assisting, active-coercion and bimanual 
modes. In the passive mode the patient relaxes as the 
robot performs the required arm movement to the target 
using a predetermined trajectory. In active-assisting mode 
the patient voluntarily initiates the movement to the target 
and then the robot helps to perform the action. In an 
active-coercion mode the robot provides a certain amount 
of resistance in the direction of movement, requiring the 
patient to overcome this. In bimanual mode the patient 
performs the movement with both arms, with the robot 
assisting the paretic limb by mirroring the movement of 
the healthy one [51, 52].

At the beginning of the 2000s a team of researchers 
from Berlin [53, 54] developed a robot, the Bi-Manu-
Track for bimanual training of the upper limbs. Unlike the 
previous device it did not assist in shoulder movements, 
but was targeted at the one-sided and two-sided training 
of pronation/supination of the forearm, and at flexion/
extension of the hand. A number of studies confirmed 
the effectiveness of this robot in respect of its assistance 
to patients with post-stroke hemiparesis [55, 56], and to 
patients suffering from Parkinson’s disease [57].

In 2006 a group of Italian scientists [58–60] presented 
a new robot-manipulator, the NeReBot, that helped 
patients make movements in the proximal part of the 
upper limb (flexion/extension, pronation/supination, 
adduction/abduction, as well as circular movements at 
the shoulder and elbow) both in the sitting position and 
in the supine position, resulting in a widened range of 
application possibilities [61, 62].

A robot-manipulator, the HapticMaster, created in 
the Netherlands in 2006, allowed training in pronation/
supination in the forearm and in flexion/extension of 
the hand. It was applied to the training of movements 
in patients with multiple sclerosis, and study [63] 
investigated, particularly, the effect of weight support 
of the arm being trained, on the effectiveness of robot 
therapy. Analysis of the findings indicated a significant 
increase in the range of active movements in the joints of 
the upper arm, after a course of training with the system 
set for antigravity support, that was not observed in the 
patients from the control group.

The use of robot-therapy in clinical practice has shown 
that motor training for targeted movements requires that 
the devices used are matched to the anatomical and 
biomechanical characteristics of the upper limbs. This is 
necessary to provide for full control over the movements 
in each joint, especially when performing a complex 
movement, in order to ensure effectiveness and safety 
during the training [64–69].

The most obvious and effective development need 
was, of course, to create mechanotherapeutic devices 
having an exoskeleton construction.

The age of rehabilitation exoskeletons of the upper 
limbs started in the 2000s with the creation of the Assisted 
Rehabilitation and Measurement (ARM) Guide, and the 
Therapy Wilmington Robotic Exoskeleton (T-WREX). 
These devices are exoskeletons (i.e. external frames) 
for the upper limb that unload its weight and transmit 
feedback onto a monitoring screen, allowing evaluation 
and training linked to the movement trajectory. Among 
various current, actively-used technologies one system, 
the Armeo system (Hocoma, Switzerland) [70], based 
on the ARMIN exoskeleton, deserves special attention. 
A distinctive feature of the ArmeoSpring exoskeleton 
complex is the weight support of the arm with spring 
rods that allow training even of patients having a minimal 
range of active movements. All such training is conducted 
in a virtual environment under the control of biofeedback. 
Complex training exercises involve programs imitating 
daily household activities, therefore implementing task 
oriented approaches in the motor training.

Another evolutionary step in the development of 
rehabilitation devices for the upper limbs was the 
ArmeoPower complex. This was additionally equipped 
with electrical drives to provide upper limb unloading. 
As it offers interactive assistance in performing the 
exercises, this places it in the robotic devices category 
[71]. The use of electrical drives opens up completely new 
opportunities for training patients with plegia and severe 
paresis. A kinesitherapy specialist can perform a passive 
movement, of any degree of complexity and length, with 
a patient’s arm, and then the ArmeoPower can accurately 
repeat this movement as often as necessary, providing 
cyclic complex passive rehabilitation of the paretic limb 
joints. This offers an effective method for treating and 
preventing contractures.

Other examples of the use of enhanced rehabilitation 
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technology are provided by devices offering integrated 
functional electrical stimulation. Normal, and even 
functional, neuromuscular electrical stimulation, has been 
applied in rehabilitation therapy for a long time [72], but in 
recent years it has become possible to integrate this with 
the robotic and mechanotherapeutic technologies [73, 74]. 
Today there are still no complete exoskeleton systems 
for the upper limbs with a built-in interactive system of 
functional electrical stimulation, but such prototypes are 
being actively worked on, so it can be expected that they 
will appear in the very near future. The effectiveness of 
using functional electrical stimulation has been proved, 
so it is reasonable to include this technology into modern 
rehabilitation devices.

In the last two years, electromyographic sensors have 
been actively used to manage both exoskeletons and 
robots. We already have prototypes of devices based 
on the registration of electromyographic signals from the 
upper limb. In 2014 Li et al. [75] developed a protocol for 
the registration and analysis of electromyographic data to 
control a prototype robotic exoskeleton of the upper limbs. 
In 2015 Cesqui et al. used myography to manage a MIT-
Manus robot for the rehabilitation of patients after strokes 
[76]. In the same year Tong, Hu et al. used a myography-
controlled exoskeleton for the wrist [77, 78].

A particular challenge during the motor rehabilitation 
of the upper limb is the recovery of fine motor skills of 
the hand. A phylogenetically shaped hand needs to 
perform static, dynamic and sensory functions. To grip an 
object a person forms a new ‘mechanism’ with the hand, 
creating novel positions depending on the purpose of the 
movement and the character of the object (size, weight, 
shape, texture). The accuracy and strength of the grip is 
not only determined by all parts of the hand — fingers and 
wrist, but, importantly, also depends on the functioning 
of the shoulder girdle, shoulder, elbow and forearm. 
The gripping and holding of objects involves complex 
motor actions, which consist of a number of preparatory 
operations [79–82]. Some of the existing simulators 
are equipped with sensors in the handling device and a 
system of biological feedback to train the gripping action. 
However, for patients with high muscular tonus in the 
flexor digitorum and a lack of active extension, such 
training is impossible.

In 2009, for robotic training in the cylindrical gripping 
function, a rehabilitation robot-exoskeleton, the Hand 
Exoskeleton Rehabilitation Robot (HEXORR, USA), was 
developed. It was aimed at assisting with the use of all 
fingers and returning a full range of movements to them 
[83]. HEXORR can perform both passive and passive-
active training, when all the drives work in supplementary 
mode, evaluating with sensors the full range of assistance 
required to perform flexion or extension. Unfortunately, 
having only two drives: one for the thumb and the other 
for the rest of the fingers HEXORR cannot assist in more 
complicated interdigital grips. Furthermore, as it is only a 
hand exoskeleton, so training of complex hand movements 
in combination with arm straightening is not possible.

In 2010, and based on the Hand Spring Operated 
Movement Enhancer (HandSOME, USA), the 
ManovoSpring module was developed to train a gripping 
and relaxation function, involving passive finger extension 
[84, 85]. Using it in association with the ArmeoSpring 
mechanotherapeutic complex helped patients to unbend 
their fingers after performing an active grip, by the use 
of a regulated spring rod. Due to the regulated force of 
finger extension the ManovoSpring allows active/passive 
training of the function of gripping/relaxation. Its special 
feature is the combination of mechanotherapeutic training 
of all the proximal parts of the upper limbs, which allows 
training in cylindrical gripping as an element of a complex 
hand movement: for example, to reach an object, 
grip it and to place it in a new location. The majority of 
simulators and robotic devices intended for training fine 
motor skills of the hand have the form of an exoskeleton 
equipped with electrical or pneumatic-drives for each 
finger. Mostly, these exoskeleton devices are made in the 
form of a glove which can be either flexible or rigid. So, 
the SCRIPT exoskeleton of the forearm and hand [86] is a 
passive orthesis which can assist movement with springs 
and elastic rods. The orthesis is equipped with goniometry 
sensors and potentiometers that can be used, not only for 
providing biological feedback, but also for evaluating the 
movements and dynamics of rehabilitation. The Gloreha 
Hand Rehabilitation Glove [87] is a soft exoskeleton, the 
distinguishing feature of which is its open palm surface, 
allowing tactile contact with objects during passive 
household exercises. One of the problems of using rigid 
glove-shaped exoskeletons is their weight: the patient 
needs to exert considerable force simply to hold the 
hand in the air when wearing one. The inventors of the 
Hand of Hope, five-finger hand exoskeleton, solved this 
problem with a support for the forearm, which can track 
the movements of the patient’s hand in a horizontal plane. 
Another feature of this exoskeleton is its management 
using electromyography registered from the finger 
extensor and flexor muscles [88, 89].

It is noteworthy that not all robotic devices for training 
fine motor skills take the form of exoskeletons. Thus, 
for example, the Amadeo robotic system designed for 
active, passive and assistive training of hand function 
and fine motor skills [90], has five movable carriages to 
which the hand and the patient’s fingers are attached 
with magnetic pads. An advantage of this construction is 
its versatility for patients with different palm sizes and for 
use with children. On the basis of the biological feedback 
implemented by the Amadeo programs in training 
proprioceptive sensitivity, training exercises for isolated 
movements in individual fingers have become possible, 
beyond those of abnormal motor synergy. To train the 
patients with severe paresis, Amadeo has the capability to 
manage the carriages by using myographic registration.

A completely different, somewhat complicated, yet 
high-priority task is the recovery of sensitivity. It is 
sensitivity impairment that sometimes prevents patients 
from using the paretic upper limb, even where their 
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muscular strength has been sufficiently recovered. In 
2011 a group of researchers from Switzerland developed 
a robotic simulator designed solely for helping in the 
recovery of sensitivity in distal parts of the upper limb and 
fingers. The Robotic Sensory Trainer uses vibrating drives 
under the fingertips, proximal phalanges and the proximal 
part of the palm, as well as force sensors located under 
each finger and the palm. The training is conducted under 
biological feedback, with the paretic upper limb hidden 
from the patient [91].

However, despite the wide spectrum of robotic 
devices and the considerably increased possibilities 
of modern rehabilitation, it is still not always possible to 
restore lost functions of the upper limb. The requirement 
of these patients for independent living has resulted 
in a completely new type of technology — assistive 
robots. Assistive robots are not intended to restore 
motor functions; their task is to provide assistance to 
the patient in achieving a required task. As a rule, these 
devices are used for daily household needs, assisting 
the patient in independently completing particular tasks. 
In cases where the range of active movements in the 
upper limb is considerably limited, robotic manipulators, 
controlled by the patient, can be used; they completely 
fulfill the actions required by the patient. In 1987, Topping 
developed the first robotic manipulator, Handy 1. It was 
aimed at facilitating the process of feeding in children 
who had cerebral palsy [92]. A manipulator created by 
the RAIL (Robotic Aid to Independent Living) project 
and controlled by the patients, helped them to eat, drink, 
brush their teeth and to shave. With developments in the 
technology, modern robotic manipulators have become 
more compact, versatile and more affordable, and this is 
important for consumers using them for individual goals. 
Among the manipulators currently being produced we 
should mention the Bestic (Sweden, 2004) which is a 
desk-top device for feeding patients. Controlled using 
buttons and a joystick, or a foot pedal, the Bestic can 
scoop liquid or solid food with a spoon from a given plate 
and bring the spoon to the patient’s mouth. One of the 
main drawbacks of this kind of manipulator is its narrow 
specialization and dependence on the surrounding 
environment. This problem can be solved by using 
mobile “portable” multifunctional manipulators with three 
or more degrees of freedom. The existing models of this 
type of assistive manipulator enable the performance of 
practically all the main functions of the upper limb. Among 
a considerable number of devices, the iARM manipulator 
(Exact Dynamics, Holland) and its further variant, the 
JACO (Kinova, Canada, 2009), should be mentioned. 
These devices can be fixed, desk-top or portable and 
integrated into a wheelchair with an electrical drive. 
Management of this manipulator is performed manually, 
if necessary by the patient’s mouth, using a joystick. 
Currently a prototype robotic manipulator controlled by a 
brain–computer interface is being developed. When the 
EEG signals are accurate, these devices can offer more 
precise and rapid management than by those from the 

patient’s arm. However, to substitute the impaired limb 
with a manipulator is not always necessary. When there 
are minimal voluntary movements it is enough to unload 
the arm weight, creating the effect of weightlessness, 
enabling the patient to use the impaired limb to its fullest 
extent. A device of this type is the Edero (Armon, Holland) 
dynamic weight support system. This system, equipped 
with a spring for arm weight support, can be mounted on 
the patient’s chair where it helps in the performance of 
daily household tasks: eating, drinking, combing the hair, 
lifting objects etc.

Another aspect of using brain–computer interface 
technology is in the rehabilitation of motor functions. 
Noninvasive registration of sensor-motor EEG rhythms is 
most frequently used as a background for showing real-
time feedback for mentally performed motor exercises. Of 
the different feedback modalities, the kinesthetic one is 
being studied at the moment. It is manifested by a hand 
exoskeleton which implements the imagined movement. 
Neurophysiological studies have shown the impact of this 
approach on activation of the processes of neuroplasty, 
and clinical data confirm its effectiveness on rehabilitation 
in patients following a stroke [93–95].

The Magnitogorsk Scientific Development and 
Production Center “Android Technics” under the 
supervision of the Russian N.I. Pirogov National Research 
Medical University has developed a multiaxial exoskeleton 
of the upper limb with seven degrees of freedom and a 
hand module able to work with a noninvasive brain–
computer interface for training in complex functionally 
important movements.

It should be stressed that this technology combines 
two methods: robot therapy and mental training, and that 
the effectiveness of each has been proved for post-stroke 
paresis of the upper limbs [96, 97].

Thus, practical experience of using robotic and 
mechanical therapy enables us to specify some of 
the requirements for, and to make recommendations 
regarding high-tech motor rehabilitation: the help provided 
by robotic devices should be minimally sufficient; the 
patient’s own level of motivation should be stimulated; 
the range of training programs and the use of biological 
feedback needs to be better consolidated; monotherapy 
is to be avoided, motor functions should be regularly 
evaluated and the extent of unloading adjusted 
accordingly. Existing robotic technologies allow the 
most effective kinesitherapy for practically all isolated 
and complex arm movements, including targeted ones. 
Development of the technology and expansion of the 
range of these devices to make them more compact and 
more affordable will enable patients to continue courses 
of active complex rehabilitation at home, facilitating 
further recovery.

Robotic and mechanical therapy devices designed 
for training impaired functions of the upper limb are 
being actively developed and studied abroad. These 
developments are based on the main principles of 
modern training theory and on the latest achievements 
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in the field of understanding neuroplastic processes in 
the CNS. Robot therapy is one of the main rehabilitation 
technologies, the effectiveness of which is confirmed 
by evidence-based medicine. At the same time the high 
price of these devices is one of the main constraints on 
their wide-spread implementation in public healthcare. 
In Russia there have been individual attempts to create 
robot-exoskeletons, for example, the Neurobotix, 
(Magnitogorsk Scientific Development and Production 
Center “Android Technics”), and this is currently undergo 
clinical trials.

Conclusion. The combination of modern mechano-
tronic, electronic and computer technologies is 
contributing to the developments in this direction and to 
the creation of new exoskeletons/robots that can increase 
the effectiveness of recovery of lost motor functions of the 
upper limbs.
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